Drive financial services transformation with a unified collaboration and communication hub

Rising customer expectations, new digital competition, and fast-changing regulations are transforming the financial services industry. You’ve got to transform, too – if you want to survive and win. Jive puts you on the fast track. It’s a turnkey platform for creating an agile, innovative, digitally optimized financial services organization. Want to build a highly responsive, customer-centric workforce? Ensure strategic alignment across your locations and teams? Fuel better knowledge-sharing, cross collaboration and productivity? Attract and retain top talent? Jive helps you solve your biggest challenges:

- **Align your entire organization**: keep everyone informed and in step with your latest strategies, priorities and regulatory requirements.
- **Win the talent wars**: accelerate onboarding, drive continuous learning and high engagement across the entire employee journey.
- **Simplify and secure your IT landscape**: integrate disparate tools in one seamless experience for secure, high-performance collaboration.
- **Harness corporate knowledge**: capture institutional knowledge and make it accessible across the organization.
- **Slash costs, improve efficiencies**: streamline processes, end disconnects, reduce IT support and infrastructure costs.

**Companies using Jive:**

- **61%** Increased employee connection and alignment
- **15%** Increased productivity
- **24%** Cut in employee turnover

Actual results from hundreds of Jive's customer organizations, confirmed by independent researchers

**Features and capabilities:**

- **Complete digital workplace and collaboration tool**: comprehensive communications, collaboration, company directory, enterprise search and more.
- **Collaboration at every level**: within teams and departments, across functional groups and ecosystems—including partners and contractors.
- **High-impact communications**: beautiful news page and personalized streams deliver corporate communications in a can’t-miss, must-read layout.
- **Totally mobile**: compelling, consumer-style mobile app keeps employees connected and productive everywhere — including deskless workers.
- **Out-of-the-box integrations**: ready-to-use integrations for Microsoft, Google, Salesforce and more.
- **Secure and compliant**: meets stringent standards for security, privacy, records retention, and more. ISO 27001:2013 certified, FedRAMP in process.
- **Flexible deployment**: Cloud, on-premises and hosted options.
What Jive customers are saying:

“With Jive you get the best of both worlds: the industry-leading collaboration platform plus the ability to integrate all the other tools, products and services that you need. It’s a single platform through which we can deliver a ubiquitous experience to make our employees more productive.”

“Jive is the place everybody goes to find each other and work with each other, and the place that we communicate to all of our 60,000 employees.”

“Everybody can meet everybody and initiate any kind of communication and collaboration on the same platform in real time. And whatever is created there is available for everybody else. Nothing gets lost.”

“Jive has taken a big load off my IT team from an operations perspective and also provides a collaborative, modern, engaging platform for our employees to collaborate.”

“Jive is helping us achieve a new level of innovation, learning and collaboration, further differentiating our company and making us more competitive in the global marketplace.”

Learn more at jivesoftware.com/solutions

Jive resource kit
Download this resource kit and learn how organizations like yours are reinventing business – with a connected digital workplace:
Go to website →